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FALLING NOT SHUTTING DOWN 
 

How China’s Economy Can’t Ever Seem to Get Back Up 
 
 

If we see Xi Jinping’s lockdowns as a 
(predictable) response to an increasingly 
dire situation, rather than the reason for the 
situation, this better explains all the facts. 
The depths of the current short run rut are 
serious, no question, yet the entire problem 
might instead be better characterized by the 
economy’s apparent inability to come back 
from it. 
 
Authoritarian governments which are 
confident in recovery of growth won’t need 
to resort to drastic measures; they just wait 

for the growth and everyone goes back about their own business. Top-heavy regimes understanding 
the precarious nature of their existence experiencing persistent less-than-satisfactory economic 
outcomes go right to extremes at the slightest expression of discontent. 
 
Obvious overkill.  
 
We therefore should filter the recent headlines from Henan through this perspective. Deposits at four 
small rural banks in that province have been frozen for months without any real explanation as to why. 
Seething anger in central China spilled over into mass demonstrations in Zhengzhou this past Sunday, 
some of the largest in years. Not everyone who participated could have been directly affected. 
 
The scene descended into violence as local authorities tolerated only a few hours of modest taunting. 
Suddenly, police charged and the situation turned very ugly.  
 

I did not expect them to be so violent and shameless this time. There was no communication, no 
warning before they brutally dispersed us," said one depositor from a metropolis outside Henan 
who had protested in Zhengzhou previously, and who requested CNN conceal his name due to 
security concerns. 
 
"Why would government employees beat us up? We're only ordinary people asking for our 
deposits back, we did nothing wrong.” 

 
It’s not Zero-COVID in China, it is Zero-Dissent.  
 
Getting caught up in the most recent desperate economic numbers you’d miss the wider picture. On 
the one hand, calling it Zero-COVID makes it seem like the government’s purpose is healthcare. 
Sacrificing economic activity for the safety of the citizenry appears benevolent, easier to justify in words 
more extremes in action. 

https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/10/china/china-henan-bank-depositors-protest-mic-intl-hnk/index.html
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Simultaneously flexing government muscle, a collateral “benefit.”  
 
Another is how it both takes the focus away from the economy while also providing what may seem a 
plausible excuse for its most recent mishap. 
 
Yes, real GDP in Q2 was awful, worse than anyone expected. At -2.6% compared to Q1, it’s only the 
second quarterly minus in modern Chinese history (Q1 ’20 being the other). On an annual basis, real 
GDP was basically unchanged (+0.4%), another low among the lowest lows.  
 
Plotting it out on a longer timescale, however, it becomes abundantly clear how it is the lack of 
recovery following whichever downturn (predating COVID) which is the real plague in China. Year after 
year, less economic expansion, more smoldering dissatisfaction, the greater the urge to punish anyone 
who just looks like they might want to express it publicly. 
 
Punish everyone as a prophylactic measure.  
 
Again, you don’t do that – you wouldn’t need to do that – if you were confident about the future.  
 
What’s happening now is a political choice, in many ways one made for Xi and his gang by the global 
economy and its malfunctioning global reserve regime. The old way of doing China, Deng’s way, those 
days are done. Gone. Never coming back.  
 
The more time passes, the higher the “n” after the Euro$ #n abbreviation, the more this becomes 
abundantly clear. Every time the Chinese take another dollar hit, every time they “have” to conserve 
dollars by starving imports, for example, or resorting to PBOC balance sheet manipulation for the 
chronic lack of forex influx, it becomes harder and harder to recover from whatever short run shock. 
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Retail sales may be the best example of this insidious degradation. According to the NBS numbers, 
those for the Big Three released today with GDP, consumer spending on goods rose 3.1% year-over-
year in June. That’s a big improvement from the -6.7% y/y in May; but it’s closer to awful than 
something like recovery. Spending is so far behind the 2019 baseline it’s no longer realistic to consider 
getting back there. 
 
Think about what that must do to businesses in China (and those around the rest of the world 
depending on China) who were already under pressure from the lack of sales when retail activity was 
tracking the 2019 pre-COVID path. That wasn’t enough for anyone back then.  
 
Industrial Production increased 3.9% y/y, pitiful. Red hot goods economy? No. 
 
These results are, again, a combination of involuntary acquiescence leading to a political choice. 
Nowhere is that made more apparent than FAI, fixed asset investment, particularly from State-owned 
Enterprises (SOE). These are the vehicles where fiscal “stimulus” meets physical, real economy 
exertion. In 2016, as you can plainly make out on the chart below, there was a tremendous effort to 
restart everything after suffering Euro$ #3; Li Keqiang’s baby birthed over the objections of Xi. 
 
By 2019, Euro$#4, nothing. Even from 2020, biggest recession, only a little. In between 2016 and 
2019, the 19th Party Congress which merely codified Xi’s rather than Li’s long run insights. Why waste 
“stimulus”, rack up huge debts, for a recovery that won’t happen even when “aided” by those debts?  
 
Now real estate, the menace lurking behind afflicted depositors if not the whole of China’s economy. 
Authorities are making little to no effort to do “rescue” anyone (see: PBOC rates), further establishing 
Xi-not-Li-nor-Deng priorities. Growth-at-all-costs had always meant financiers and speculators hoisted 
up on an untouchable pedestal. Not any more. 
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And Xi is willing to tolerate however much it costs to the Chinese economy, or its people. Without 
eurodollars, there will be no globalization. This rising tide of deglobalization, accelerated by the 
pandemic, only robs China of that much more of its previous potential every Economist and 
mainstream observer outside the country continues to take for granted. Global denial.  
 
Falling potential, that’s the problem here. Because of that, it gets harder and harder to get China back 
up after repeated setbacks. A fate the Communists have come to accept, even prepare for. 
 
What has Xi said and done in 2022? Basically the same as in 2020 (not just in terms of SOE FAI) even 
after China today finds itself, relatively speaking, in worse shape. Just look at all the data. Watch the 
news, at least what leaks out of the country. There is only one trend in economy and politics, and it’s 
been trending like this for many years. 
 
Managed decline, not Zero-COVID; the latter a way to obscure the former at the same time as sending 
a reminder to the population about just what Xi’s militancy can do to it and his willingness to go there. 
Given these circumstances, he’ll almost have to.  
 
Yes, there’s more than just recession risk, even global recession risk, in current extreme curves and 
market whatnots. Deflationary money, too. But what else might be so bothering these huge, well-
connected markets? 
 
An unhealthy heaping of political upheaval in, or coming out from, dreadful China? Ugly to consider, 
yet seeing past COVID how there’s no way else to look at all of it. 
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Portfolio Shield 
 

For more information about 
Portfolio Shield investment 

strategies, a complete description 
can be found HERE. 

Subscriptions 
 

We offer other subscription-
based information products that 
are so good you don’t want to 

miss them. Find out more HERE. 

Call to Action  
 

Eurodollar University is much 
more than research and 

investment advice. Find out more 
at our website, 

eurodollar.university 

CHECK OUT OUR DEEP DIVES INTO THE INNER WORKINGS OF THE GLOBAL MONETARY SYSTEM AND 

HOW IT AFFECTS INVESTORS, THE GLOBAL ECONOMY, AND MARKETS. 

 

EURODOLLAR UNIVERSITY w/Jeff Snider 

 
Available on YouTube, Spotify, iTunes or wherever you get your podcasts 

ALSO CHECK OUT MARKET MAVEN AND MEDIA MOGUL STEVE VAN METRE 

 
 

STEVE VAN METRE SHOW 

 
Available on YouTube 

STAY UP TO DATE WITH WHAT’S GOING ON WITH EURODOLLAR UNIVERSITY AT OUR WEBSITE 

 

 

EURODOLLAR.UNIVERSITY 

 
Memberships, special features, appearance calendar, and more 

http://www.portfolioshield.net/
http://www.marketsinsiderpro.com/
http://www.eurodollar.university/
https://www.youtube.com/c/EmilKalinowski/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRIQM-CUkxVazVPv980YZsw/videos
http://www.eurodollar.university
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Disclosures: 

Jeffrey Snider (The Promoter) is acting as a promoter for an investment advisory firm, 
Atlas Financial Advisors, Inc. (AFA). Jeffrey Snider is affiliated with AFA as a promoter only 
and is not in any way giving investment advice or recommendations on behalf of AFA. 

The Promoter is being compensated by a fee arrangement: The Promoter will receive 
compensation on a quarterly basis, based on the increase in account openings that can 
be reasonably attributed to the Promoter’s activity. The Promoter will not be receiving a 
portion of any advisory fees. 

The Promoter has an incentive to recommend the Adviser because the Promoter is being 
compensated. 

The opinions expressed in this Daily Money & Macro Pro are those solely of Jeffrey Snider 
and Eurodollar University and do not represent those of AFA. 

 


